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Design, fabrication and cold flow testing of a inodeled
jet engine test facility was conducted in an effort to
provide an inexpensive vehicle to study geometric variations
in diffuser geometry which could improve system efficiency.
The design is based on Mach number similitude and consists
of two configurations currently in use at the Naval Air
Propulsion Center, Trenton, New Jersey. A constant area
diffuser and a variable area diffuser with translating
centerbody were modeled. Baseline mapping of the operating
characteristics for each diffuser with representative scaled
engines was conducted to provide a reference against which
alternative geometries would be evaluated. The constant
area plus two variants were tested. A five-sixths and tx^/o-
thirds reduction were studied to investigate the potential
for increasing efficiency for a specific engine diffuser
combination at NAPC. Secondary flow provisions were incor-
porated into the design to allow variation of this parameter.
The modeling results were consistent with theory and the
test apparatus produced repeatable results. A two dimensional
double ramp (v;edge) capable of being translated in a rectangu-
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The ability to efficiently exercise control over the energies
entrained within a supersonic airstreara has been the quest of
aerodynamicists for several decades. The designers of wind
tunnels, jet inlets, gas dynamic lasers and jet engine test
facilities have each addressed the gas dynamics of this topic.
Each design has had to incorporate a method to decelerate the
flow, generally, through a mechanical device such as a diffuser.
The complexities of treating the recompression of a real fluid
in the presence of a boundary layer have defied analytic
modeling of a supersonic diffuser to any great extent. The
design approaches taken have been empirically based, which has
led to a wide variety of diffusers tailored to meet the unique
operating environment at a particular facility. This study
is sponsored by one such facility challenged with one of the
consistent fascinations of modern engineering: how to extend
the limits of one's design in the presence of new technology
or shifting economic variables.
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Ground testing of jet engines has long been an integral
part of the design and maintenance practice in both the military
and commercial avaition industries. Organizations, chartered
with the testing of these engines, strive to generate a test
envelope which closely approximates the operating envelope
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which the engine will encounter in service. Advances in engine
technology have imposed added demands upon the test engineer to
extend the test envelope accordingly. This challenge has
proven a classic cost effectiveness exercise, wherein, as
higher altitude testing at increased power is pursued from
one end of the spectrum, the attendant cost of exhausting the
effluent in an innocuous manner to the environment spirals.
The economic challenge continues to compound over the life cycle
of the facility as energy costs associated with demands on
the exhausters escalate.
Test cell philosophy has focused foremost on achieving a
sufficiently flexible design which x^^ill accommodate a wide
range of engines. Large exhaust mechanisms, capable of
handling a wide range of exhaust states, were adequate when
the motive energy cost was only a small fractional cost of
the total price of testing. Strategies to enhance pressure
recovery prior to the exhauster were developed but optimiza-
tion of the design in this regard was not a bonafide concern.
The present testing scenario reveals that the associated
costs in exhausting the effluent rivals any of the other cost
variables and percentage improvements in efficient
pressure recovery through retrofit of the original design
merit consideration.
A typical test cell design is as depicted in Figure 1
.
The engine to be tested is mounted on a test bed and located
in the test cell such that the exhaust will be vented into
an augmenting tube which acts as an ej ector-diffuser assembly.
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The kinetic energy of the exhaust stream is converted by the
diffuser into a pressure for presentation to the exhauster.
Each cell is nominally equipped for secondary flow in which
secondary air is entrained with exhaust jet gas to provide
engine cooling and dilute the combustion products. Allowance
is made for relative positioning of the test bed and diffuser
to reconcile potential problems with pressure gradients under
conditions of secondary flow which may influence the operating
envelope.
B. LITERATURE SURVEY
Several searches were conducted to survey the available
literature for supersonic ej ector-diffuser studies and
theoretical discussions germaine to this investigation. An
online computer search of several national data bases was
conducted using the keyword, keyphrase approach. Results of
the search revealed over 10,000 documents generally associated
with the broad topic area, of which^a highly focused search
indicated over 300 documents with relevant material. A
hardcopy of the latter with a brief synopsis of each report,
was procured for further review. The survey was restricted
to English or English translations but evidence of many
foreign papers on the subject was apparent. In no respect
is the review considered all-inclusive.
A synopsis of the most recognized works gives a flavor
for the approach adopted. In 194.9, pioneer work, which
appears as a baseline in most studies related to supersonic
12

diffusers is attributed to Neumann and Lustwerk (Ref. 1}.
This study included a one-dimensional theoretical analysis,
and an experimental modeling with flow visualization by
Schlerin photography of a constant area diffuser. A "tran-
sverse shock" was observed and categorized as the operative
mechanism controlling diffusion. An optimum diffuser with
an L/D of 10 was identified. In 1958, Lukasiewicz (Ref. 2},
studied data from several existing wind tunnel diffusers,
concluding that fixed geometry diffusers can approach the
pressure recoveries established from normal shock theory.
Pressure recovery, far in excess of that obtainable with a
constant area diffuser, was established for systems which
employed variable area diffusers. In 1954-, Hastings (Ref. 3)
established the beneficial effect in diffuser performance
of auxiliary ejection to partially evacuate test cells.
Numerous additional studies with specific design goals have
been conducted to optimize test facility operation. The most
extensive noted were those conducted by Panesci and German
(Ref. 4-}, for Arnold Engineering Development Center in the
60's in which variable geometry diffusers with a centerbody
were employed. Here again, pressure recovery far in excess
of that achievable with constant area diffusers was observed.
Generalized studies to characterize pertinent parameters
governing the flow phenomenon in rectangular diffusers were
conducted by Merkli {Ref. 5) in 1976 and Waltrip and Billig
(Ref. 6} in 1973. Merkli focused upon Mach number, diffuser
length, boundary layer and Reynolds number as controlling
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parameters. Reynolds effects were discounted as minimal with
Mach number and diffuser length the significant parameters.
Waltrip and Billig corroborated previous works establishing
8-12 tube diameters as the required recovery zone. They
also focused on an oblique shock system as the governing
mechanism.
Ginoux (Ref. 7} compiled an excellent summary of a short
course in Supersonic Ejectors conducted at the von Karraan
Institute. The short course was an attempt to focus on the
most advanced initiatives and progress in theoretical modeling
and design of high efficiency ejectors.
C. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The Naval Air Propulsion Center at Trenton, New Jersey,
as a major jet engine test facility, has experienced the
technological advances in engine design which have approached
the design limits of their ej ector-diffuser assemblies
exacting a heavy burden on power consuming exhauster machinery
to maintain simulated altitudes. As an adjunct to a much
larger study, a cold flow modeling of their existing plant
was sponsored by the center. The principal goal, assuming
satisfactory modeling of the test facility, \'as to test
alternative diffuser geometries in anticipation of enhancing
overall efficiency. The modeling process was such that,
Mach number similitude could be maintained, any efficiency




As discussed in the general treatment on diffuser theory,
the two principle types of diffusers, a fixed area and a
variable area, \-jere modeled. In both diffusers recompression
of the supersonic flow is accomplished by a complex-shock
mechanism under the influence of a boundary layer, with post
shock subsonic diffusion following recognizable theory. The
experimental technique devised was to establish the diffuser
characteristic on a non-dimensional basis as a baseline
against which 'new' geometries may be judged. Operating
envelopes for each diffuser design would be duplicated as far
as practicable with the same engines. Whereas the phenomenon
by which recompression occurs would not be directly studied,
a pressure histogram along the diffuser was recorded in order
to postulate the character of the operative mechanism. It
was anticipated that attempting to control the shock mechanism
would likely provide the largest gains in efficiency as opposed
to manipulating the subsonic diffusion process.
The scope of the investigation would be guided by studying
only those configuration changes which could readily be
retrofitted into the existing space limitations of the parent
facility. Conceptual designs would be unbounded by any
environmental or stress-related constraints, allowing a
sponsor's cost benefit analysis to sort out those aspects
of new design proposals.
Despite successful construction of a highly flexible
model, a major portion of the stated objectives could not
be accomplished within the timeframe alloted to this phase of
15

the study. As baseline testing proceeded into the variable
geometry diffuser, Figure 2, an unanticipated heating and
vibration phenomenon was observed. The extent and nature of
the phenomenon was not readily ascertainable but was in evidence
only with the use of the centerbody configuration. The problem
was of such proportion as to potentially taint the conclusive-
ness of future work involving devices imbedded in the jet
stream. A separate detailed study of the phenomenon was
ordered and a new set of objectives was established in concert
with the sponsor.
In an effort to optimize test cell geometry for one of the
more heavily tested engines (F4.04.) , a series of liners which
would reduce the cross section for diffusion were designed
for insertion into the full scale straight tube diffuser.
Engines were tested in anticipation of achieving better diffuser
efficiency by seeking to optimize the ratio of nozzle area to
diffuser cross section for the highest pressure recovery.
The details of the model design and testing in the context
of this narrower objective are contained in the thesis proper.
The conceptual work related to the original objective with
a proposal for an alternative method of diffusion are discussed
in Appendicies A and C.
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II. THEORY AND ANALYSIS
Pressure recovery in a supersonic jet engine test facility
is accomplished by a mechanical device called a diffuser. Two
types of diffusers are recognized, the fixed or constant area
diffuser and the variable geometry diffuser. The fixed geometry
normally is associated with fairly constant input parameters
such as mass flow rate, stagnation temperature and pressure.
The variable area geometry is utilized where fluctuations in
fluid characteristics or engine geometry (such as variation in
exhaust area accompanying jet engine testing from the non-
afterburning to afterburning mode) are an integral part of the
testing. Each type of diffuser may serve an ancillary role to
eject secondary air used in cooling the engine assembly and
test cell.
In each diffuser the operative mechanism which accomplishes
the first order pressure recovery from supersonic to subsonic
conditions is a shock system. Subsequent pressure recovery must
follow the guidelines for subsonic diffusion. Projecting an
improvement in efficiency accompanying any alternative geometry
would require a projection of the probably shock patterns and
the interaction of that shock system with a postulated boundary
layer. This interaction, in simple geometries, has not been
conclusively researched; hence, this type of approach in the
presence of complex geometries is not warranted. Analytic
models to guide the design of a new geometry for jet engine
17

testing abound in the literature but generally assume the most
convenient of assumptions. The model is generally one dimen-
sional steady state using a simplified control volume and
serves to bound the expectations only. Academic interests
aside, a purely empirical approach is warranted. The approach
adopted herein calls for establishment of baseline models of
proper similitude with the existing facility from which
characteristic curves can be drawn and against which alter-
native designs may be mapped and contrasted.
Acceptance of any observed change in system efficiency
merits consideration only if dynamic similarity of the flow
field has been verified between the baseline model and the
parent facility. With supersonic compressible flow, Shapiro
(Ref. 8}, is replete with support documentation illustrating
the role of Mach number as the significant parameter in
characterization of the flow. Merkli (Ref. 5}, in a series
of experiments with rectangular constant area supersonic
diffusers, concluded that Reynolds number has little effect
on the pressure recovery. Mach number, as the ratio of kinetic
energy to internal energy, was thus chosen as the best para-
meter upon which to base model development. Geometric
compatibility was governed by the constraints of the engines
to be tested and the limits imposed by the available air supply
at the model test facility. The influence of temperature
between cold ambient testing and prototype testing with hot
exhaust gases would be addressed in the discussion of results
as how it might impact the operative pressure recovery
18

mechanism. Appendix A provides a more detailed study of
modeling/scaling considerations peculiar to this study.
A. FLOW CHARACTERIZATION
Flow at the exit plane of the nozzle achieves supersonic
proportions whose Mach number may be approximated by analyzing
a Prandtl-Meyer corner flow from the nozzle exit to diffuser
entrance. The increase in area from the exit plane to the
diffuser allows the jet to expand supersonically as it fills
the available volume. A Prandtl-Meyer expansion may also
be utilized to estimate the pre-shock Mach number. Shocking,
due to perturbation of the jet stream with the boundary layer
as reported in several other workd { Ref 8} will assume an
oblique character. The oblique shock system will, upon
attainment of subsonic conditions, blend into a turbulent, ^^:ell-
mixed stream which would diffuse in accordance with subsonic
theory. The oblique shock system would be expected to
migrate along the diffusers length for a given geometry of
diffuser, in some proportion to the driving pressure. The
oblique shock system, as discussed by Shapiro, {Ref. 8},
will either be strong or weak as governed by the stability of
the flow, the nature of the boundary layer interaction and
a multiplicity of lesser related factors. Pressure variations
caused by area change conceivably promote an alternating
compression and expansion character to the flow wherein the
jet may tend to pulse. Restricting the flow to a constant
area would tend to damp out this type of behavior. Figure 3




The operation of the variable area e j ector- diffuser
provides insight into the complexities involved when designing
or redesigning a new pressure recovery mechanism. Utilizing
the simplified arrangement of Figure k to guide the discussion,
the operation of this device may be described. As the total
pressure is increased, flow in the nozzle accelerates until
sonic conditions (M=1 ) are attained at the throat. Increasing
total pressure or holding total pressure at this level and
reducing the back pressure will cause a normal shock to stand
in the supersonic region of the nozzle. A further lowering
will cause the shock to pass into the test cell and into the
diffuser. With a second throat, once the shock has been
swallowed, the diffuser is considered started after which
exhaust pressure may be raised shifting the shock to zones
where stagnation pressure loss is less. A minimum loss will
occur if the shock is located at the second throat. This
may be accomplished by adjusting the axial position of the
centerbody. The minimum flow area of the diffuser. Ad, must
be greater than A^" or the cell would become choked and altitude
simulation could not proceed. The band of pressures, where
cell pressure is independent of exhaust pressure, establishes
the operating range of the diffuser. Conservatively, the
shock is maintained upstream of the throat to preclude reverting





The presence of a shock wave arising from the supersonic
starting process represents an increase in entropy at the
expense of stagnation pressure. The entropy rise (pressure
loss) is greatest across a normal shock as opposed to that
across several oblique shocks. A simple illustration using
Figure 5 makes the point. For a flow of Mach 2.0 at the
diffuser entrance, a one-dimensional normal shock gives a
stagnation pressure ratio across the shock of .721 with a
post shock Mach number of .4-75. Using a device to diffuse
the flow in oblique steps, then allowing for a normal shock,
should increase the stagnation pressure ratio compared to
the normal shock alone.
Choosing turning angles of 6 degrees for each of two
successive redirections of the flow followed by a gradual
turn prompting a normal shock yields an overall stagnation
pressure ratio of .951. The pair of oblique shocks increases
the stagnation pressure rise by a factor of 1.32. In the
limit, an infinite number of small oblique shocks will tend




Each of the scale model altitude test facilities
constructed consisted of a common test cell, and an exhaust
plenum with a variable diffuser assembly as illustrated in
Figures 6 and 6a. Primary and secondary air were provided
by a common source, an Allis-Chalmers twelve stage axial
compressor. Exhaust plenum pressure was controlled by an
air ejector driven by the common air supply from the axial
compressor.
A. TEST CELL/ENGINE ASSEMBLY
The test cell, Figures 7, 7a, and 8, housed engines and
provided a plenum for secondary air flow. The cell was
fabricated from aluminum and of cylindrical design measuring
15 inches in length and 12 inches in diameter (I.D.). The
upstream flange assembly (1) provides a mating surface for
the primary air piping, structural support for a cantile-
vered engine housing (2) and an air seal assembly. Dry
silicon rubber seals guarding against air intrusion are
prescribed owing to the vacuum created for altitude simula-
tion. A 3 inch diameter penetration (3) at the base is
provided for secondary flow connections. The downstream
flange (4.) accommodates diffuser assembly attachment and
incorporates a similar air sealing arrangement. Ports for
direct sampling of cell pressure and remote connectors for
engine pressures were provided.
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The engine assembly, also of alurainuni, consists of 3
inch (I.D.) entrance piping (5) which in addition to its
flow straightening function served as the support for the
engine mounting assembly (6). The mounting assembly served
to transition the flow from the entrance piping to the 2
inch (I.D.) conformal entrance duct. The mounting assembly
introduced one element of versatility via a variable spacer
ring (7). The spacer ring allows for 2 inches of horizontal
realignment of engines should variation in standoff distance
to the diffuser be required. The engine mounting surface
(8) was machined to provide a retaining collar and indented
for set screw assembly of engines.
B. EXHAUST PLENUM
Interfacing beweeen the exhaust air ejector assembly and
the diffuser assemblies was an exhaust plenum 3 foot by 3
foot in cross section by U feet long. The plenum houses a
remotely operated traversing mechanism used to dirve the
multiple angle centerbody assembly which is peculiar to the
variable diffuser geometry. A maintenance access/inspection
port is provided to assist in alignment. A six inch access
connects to the air ejector piping to provide closure with
the atmosphere and a means of back pressure control.
C. DIFFUSER ASSEMBLIES
Two scaled diffuser assemblies. Figures 2 and 9, were
developed to establish the baseline against which alternative





The model consists of a 15.25 inch long 2.71, inch
(I.D.) cylindrical ej ector-diffuser . Pressure taps were
installed to record the pressure recovery process and are
illustrated in Figure 10. Taps were placed at one (1) inch
intervals along the length of the diffuser. Sealing was
achieved by rubber seals in the end flanges. The length to
diameter ratio was 5.62.
Two variations of this geometry. Figures 9a and 9b,
were developed to investigate extending the operating envelope
of the test cell to enhance efficiency and economy of operation.
As depicted in Figures 9a, 9b, and 11 inserts were added to
achieve a 5/6 and 2/3 reduction in diameter. Two end inserts
(9) were included to allow investigation of sudden expansion
versus gradual diffusion in the end section.
2. Variable Area Diffuser
Variable area diffusion was developed by traversing
a multiple angle conical centerbody (Figures 2 and 12) within
a 24. inch long cylindrical to conical diffuser. The overall
length to inlet diameter ratio was 6.92.
The centerbody was 16.5 inches long having a leading
cone of half angle 19.8 degrees and three trailing truncated
cones of 10.8, 8.9, and 2.6 degrees, respectively, with a
cylindrical afterbody. Centering was provided by a reinforced
spider (10) which provided bearing support for 3/4- inch steel
drive shaft. The shaft was coupled to an electrically operated
2k

drive mechanism. Figure 13, which was remotely activated,
allowing travel of 6 inches with positive mechanical and
electrical limits. Positioning circuitry generated a plus/
minus 5 volt output which is remotely retrieved at the
principal operating station.
The cylindrical to conical diffuser (8 degrees half
angle) was equipped with static pressure taps longitudinally
located along the wall, as shown in Figure 14-.
The integrated centerbody and diffuser permitted
wide variation in the flow area presented to the jet, including
introduction of a variable second throat. Variation in flow
area with axial position of the centerbody is shown in
Figure 1 5.
D. ENGINES
Two sets of engines. Figure 16, were developed to model
the ?iOi and the TF30 engines tested at NAPC. The engines
were scaled to simulate the 1?.? and max A/B mode of testing.
IRP represents Intermediate Rated Power which represents the
highest power level without afterburner. This term is used
synonymously with non-afterburning throughout the thesis.
A/B refers to the maximum afterburning mode.
E. AIR SUPPLY
Compressed air from the Turbopropulsion Laboratory's
Allis-Chalmers , twelve stage axial compressor. Figure 17,
was utilized in all model testing. Maximum discharge pressure
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of this machine was approximately 3.0 atmospheres at 15.0
Ibm/sec mass flow rate.
Primary and secondary air, as previously shown in .
Figure 6a, x^fere supplied to the engine model and test cell,
respectively, through three inch I.D. piping. A six inch
I.D. suction line was attached to the exhaust plenum to
simulate the effect of the exhaust air pumps used in the
full scale test facility. Primary and secondary air flows
and exhaust plenum pressure were controlled by pneumatically




A forty-eight (4-8) port pressure scanner, a Scanivalve,
shown in Figure 18, (with an automatic stepping feature)
allowed using a single pressure transducer for sensing many
system pressures. Geofarth, {Ref. 9}, documents the logic
and associated hardware for this system. The Scanivalve was
employed as a computer peripheral to permit near simultaneous
logging of system pressures. Approximate sampling of one (1)
pressure tap/second was representative of the acquisition
rate. The Scanivalve measured the differential pressure
between the nominated source and a known reference. One
Scanivalve port was open to the atmosphere and zeroed against
an input reference signal. All other pressures were referenced
against this port to give a precise 'gage' measurement which
becomes a transducer output for conditioning and subsequent
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measurement by a digital voltmeter. Pressures were sampled
across primary and secondary orifices for mass flow calculation,
total pressure at engine inlet, engine throat, test cell
plenum, fifteen (15) diffuser locations and the exhaust
plenum. Atmospheric pressure was read from an absolute
pressure Bourdon gage and manually recorded. Pressure taps
were sized in accordance with Reference 10. Metering orifices,
with B = .7 were utilized. In order to minimize the pressure
drop in the primary flow system, the engine nozzles were
calibrated using the flow rate indicated by the primary flow
orifice. After calibration the orifice was removed.
Temperatures were measured using copper-constantan
(Type T) thermocouples. An ice point reference was included
in the design. Primary and secondary temperatures at 6
diameters downstream of the orifices were recorded. Tempera-
ture of the inlet air stream in the vicinity of the total
pressure centerbody was also sampled. Thermocouple levels
were input upon demand (computer controlled) to a Hewlett
Packard 34.9A Scanner and relayed to a Hewlett Packard 34-55
digital voltmeter for subsequent recording. Three portable
digital voltmeters were employed in monitoring and modifying
the controllable parameters.
G. DATA ACQUISITION
An integrated automatic data acquisition system was
employed to record fluid properties. The Hewlett Packard
HP-IB Interface Bus under the control of a Hewlett Packard
27

9830A calculator with HP9867B Mass Storage Unit and several
peripheral options comprised the system. A computer program,
Appendix H, adapted from the original work of Geopfarth
{Ref. 9} controlled the data acquisition and storage process.
Raw data were stored in mass memory with a hard copy backup.
It was anticipated the data could be transferred to IBM 3033
for processing but communication problems necessitated that




Control over system operation was performed from a
remote operating station. Figure 19. Three differential
pressure transmitters (11), (12), (13), provided positive
control over primary air, secondary air and exhaust pressure.
These transmitters regulated a 0-15 psig signal to three
remotely operated valves. Dedicated pressure transducers
provided direct reading of nozzle total pressure, cell
pressure and exhaust pressure and were remotely monitored on
digital voltmeters (14-), (15), (16). A preliminary check
list for system checkout and an operating guide are provided
in Appendix D. Output from the scanivalve controller (17)
could be selectively monitored as desired. Total pressure
regulation, once the primary valve was open fully, consisted
of remotely manipulating the compressor air bypass.
Each engine and diffuser combination was tested over the
entire range of deliverable pressures as mapped against
exhaust pressures from atmospheric to full exhauster capacity.
A matrix of total pressure versus exhaust pressure was
generated prior to each run to optimize the time to record
data and to identify the set points for each run. Typically,
total nozzle pressure, PT8, was set at the prescribed value;
exhaust plenum pressure, PI A, was established; a manual code
was input into the computer to order data acquisition. Back
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pressure, P14-» was then stepped a predetermined amount and
the process repeated until exhauster limits were reached.
Total pressure was then advanced and the cycle repeated.
Setting the secondary air flow to a given fraction of the
primary air flow required an iterative process of controlling
both flows because of their common supply. This required an
inordinate amount of time and was not done. Instead, the
secondary flow was incremented when desired. If additional
data was required a dedicated run for secondary flow was
contemplated.
Repeatability of the data was challenged both on a
random basis through the course of a test sequence and on
separate dates to establish the limits of experimental
uncertainty. Leakage checks were conducted prior to and
during the course of each test.
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
As established in response to the work definition provided
by the sponsor, the goal of the study was to design, fabricate
and test a cold flow model of the NAPG Test Facility for




Model the NAPG test facility using Mach number
similitude and scaled geometry.
2. Design/construct the model to allow for the greatest
variation in test parameters.
3. Model a representative set of engines spanning the
operating extremes of the actual test cells being studied.
4-. Establish a data base against which alternative
geometries may be compared and provide a basis of comparison.
5. Quantify and interpret the controlling parameters
which influence diffuser efficiency as a prelude to alternate
geometry proposals.
6. Provide a conceptual model(3) from which the second
phase of the study may proceed.
7. Specifically evaluate cross sectional variations in
the straight tube diffuser to improve range and/or efficiency
when testing the F/^0^ engine.
8. Explore overall systems efficiency considerations in




The model was designed as detailed in Appendix A. The
success of the design/construction process is measured only
in subjective terms. The parent facility as detailed in
Appendix C did not possess the scope of instrumentation to
provide a characteristic mapping which would allow a direct
comparison. The operating variables, exhaust pressure/cell
pressure ratio and nozzle total pressure/cell pressure ratio
as shown in Figures 20 and 21, did, however, follow theory
and closely match the general shape and bounds of model data
provided by NAPC. The full scale facility performance will
be different from that of the model due to thermal variations,
leakage, working gas, surface roughness and machinery support
structure. Having satisfied Mach number and geometric
similitude it was reasonable to assume any substantive
improvements in performance observed from model studies
should translate well to the parent facility.
The maximum altitude achievable by the design was
approximately Ii.5,000 feet. The total pressure limitation of
the Allis Chalmers was the dominant factor in this regard.
Figures 21a and 22 show started operation of the ejector-
diffuser only with the TF30 and F-404- iri the afterburning
mode. This altitude limitation also derives from the need
to scale according to the largest engine. This limitation
will obviously preclude a full determination of the useable
feasible range of new geometries. This limitation may also
mask some benefits of new geometries thus resulting in a
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more conservative estimate of performance than what might
occur in practice.
B. ENGINE DESIGN
The test engines chosen were the TF30 and F4-04. whose
characteristics were noted in Appendix C. The afterburning
mode of the TF30 was utilized as the set point for the match
with the compressor. A top end mass flow, with the TF30 in
A/B, of 1.863 Ibm/sec was expected and a maximum of 1.75
Ibm/sec was observed. Precise measurements of the final
nozzle diameters indicates an error of less than 5 to 1
percent in the area ratios between planning estimates and
the machined product. The engine design should thus provide
over 95% coverage of the operating range of the parent
facility.
C. DATA BASE
The 2.71 inch scaled straight ej ector-diffuser was
established as the baseline diffuser against which alterna-
tive geometries may be contrasted. A non dimensional
graphical representation was chosen as a preliminary method
to interpret the test results. A gross survey of ejector-
diffuser performance, under the influence of a parametric
change relative to the baseline, can be readily observed.
A detailed investigation may then be ordered to quantify any
observable improvements in ej ector-diffuser performance.
Ideally, a real time performance map versus the baseline
should be incorporated into the data acquisition package to
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allow an interactive optimization during new geometry
testing. Figures 23 and 24- are catagorized as the baseline
for each engine tested. Improved performance will be
evidenced by a relative displacement of any new curve verti-
cally up and/or horizontally to the left. This equates to
operating with higher pressure recovery for a given PT8/PS9
which are the input specifications of any test program. The
influence of parametric variations made during this study
are presented in this manner for illustration. While
conveying no additional information, an alternative repre-
sentation of the operating characteristic by PS9/PT8 versus
PTS/PU is exemplified by Figure 25.
D. PARAMETRIC VARIATIONS
1 . Ae/A"
This ratio is a naturally varying parameter when
afterburning engines are tested due to their variable exhaust
geometry. In the FiOi the ratio varies from 1.21 at IRP to
1.58 at maximum A/B. In the TF30, this variation ranges
from 1.03 to 1.20. It was anticipated that, as Ae/A-
increased for a given diffuser geometry and nozzle total to
cell pressure ratio, (PT8/PS9), pressure recovery would
increase. The higher Mach number at the diffuser entrance
would govern the increase. Table 5.1 illustrates this fact





Engine F^04. Non A/B F^O^. A/B
Run No. 2k 29
PT8/PS9 11.8/i 11.85
PU/PS9 3.0^5 ^.119
The operating envelope for any variable geometry-
engine necessitates that testing must span a broad range of
power levels. As power is adjusted from IRP to maximum
afterburner the exhaust to throat area ratio varies widely.
Figure 23, for the F^O^, and Figure 2k, for the TF30,
illustrate that for a fixed nozzle total to cell pressure
ratio, the exhauster requirements decrease in response to
better pressure recovery. The porportion, in which the
pressure recovery increase occurs, appears characteristic of
the engine-e j ector-diffuser match achieved by the design.
The F4.O4. full scale ejector diffuser combination shows less
variation than the more closely matched TF30 full scale
combination. Similarly, to maintain altitude while testing
from IRP to max A/B the exhauster must also vary it's
operating set point to accommodate the varying demand. V/hen
a single test cell configuration must accommodate testing
more than one class of engine, significant complications are
introduced into achieving a near optimum design. Any retrofit





Secondary flow is injected into the test cell as a
cooling medium for the engine. The added mass saps perform-
ance from the diffuser as a pressure recovery device. The
diffuser entrains the additional low velocity, low energy
flow with that of the high energy jet under complex flow
conditions requiring greater exhauster work to sustain cell
pressures. The postulate in the case of secondary flow is
that, for a given nozzle total pressure and a given exhaust
pressure, injection of secondary air increases the cell
pressure. Secondary flow will result in a lowering of PTS/
PS9 or, conversely, less efficient pressure recovery. The
experimental results are strongly supportive of this state-
ment. As shown in Figure 27, the operating curve shifts
lower as losses increase at the price of mass ejection.
A detailed study of secondary effects, using the
F4.O4. in A/B with the 2/3 and full scale diffuser, was
conducted as follows. Nozzle total to cell pressure ratio
(PT8/PS9) was fixed while secondary flow was gradually
increased. Table 5.2 for the full scale shows only minor
variation in pressure recovery for typical amounts of secondary
flow. Large amounts of secondary flow have a more adverse
impact but this is purely of academic interest as 8 percent
secondary represents an upper bound on practical cooling
requirements. In marked constrast, the performance of the
FiOi and the two-thirds diffuser suffers a significant
















Expenditure of exhauster power will be required to
achieve the same pressure in the presence of the added mass.
A nonlinear variation in the loss of PT8/PS9 is anticipated
due to the complex nature of mixing subsonic and supersonic
streams. The two-thirds diffuser, having an L/D which more
nearly matches the optimum suggested in the literature, more
efficiently recovers pressure. This suggests that secondary
flow effects become more prominent as the diffuser design
becomes more efficient. The penalties in power consumption
due to secondary flow effects are not linear, and this
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observation results in wide variations in systems efficiency
as discussed in Section F.
3. AD/A"-
In applying the Law of Continuity to the nozzle-
cell-diffuser , a minimum diffuser area may be determined.
The minimum area in a diffuser is specified by Ad = A-^ n /n^ ^
-oy'^^ox
where Pq /p^ is the stagnation pressure ratio for a shock
diffuser entrance Mach number. Allowing for an expansion to
Mach 3.0 in the diffuser, A. (min) ranges from A-^ to 3.O4.A".
Matching the engine to diffuser permits upward variation in
A^ from 6.67 (in^) for the TF30 and 1.93 (in^) for the F4.0^.
The
for the TF30 but lower Mach numbers are experienced with this
engine. Optimum performance for constant area diffusers,
from original model studies reported by NAPC, ranges from
Ad/A^" = 3.5 to 4-.0. Neither of the engine extremes approaches
this ratio with the TF30 being more closely matched while
the F4-04. is undersized. As Ad/A-'' was varied from full scale
to two-thirds, performance improved dramatically as can be
seen in Figure 29. An Ad/A- of 6 - 7.5 appears to bound the
gains in performance for the F4-04- A/B. An A. of 2.5 (in )
for the F4-04. should result in near optimal performance. No
conclusions may be drawn for the non A/B case since improved
performance occurs at the limit of Ad/A-'" tested. Static
wall pressure profiles as shown in Figure 30 depict the
observable changes as Ad/A^' is varied from full scale to




The foregoing discussions have alluded to iraproveraents
in the F4.04. performance with variation in diffuser cross
section, A,. An Ad/A^'^ between 6 and 7.5 appears optimal in
that the two-thirds and five-sixths reductions improve
pressure recovery at all power settings. These diffusers
can also achieve lower altitudes than the full scale, if
that is the objective. Full scale attains 25,800 feet
while two-thirds and five-sixths achieve 4-0,250 and 4-3,4-00
feet, respectively. The two-thirds, as shown in Figure 31,
is capable of fully started operation despite the constraints
on driving potential observed in this test facility. The
gain in efficiency should be significant as previously noted
in Table 5.1 . The exhauster can operate at higher pressures
for the same cell pressure, an obvious advantage. A ceiling
on the potential gains cannot be ascertained from the avail-
able data. As an example, the F4-04 in the non A/B mode for
a PT8/PS9 of 6.6 would require a P14/PS9 of 1
. 5 for the full
scale, 1.75 with the five-sixths and 2.05 for two-thirds.
This permits a near doubling of exhaust pressure while main-
taining cell pressure at test conditions. The F404. in the
A/3 mode for a near constant PT8/PS9 shows the same results.
Figure 30 also shows recovery occurs earlier with fewer
losses in the two-thirds diffuser. The five-sixths and full
scale attain different levels of diffusion but clearly
greater work must be performed with the full scale diffuser.
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In the course of the detailed investigation, both the
two-thirds and five-sixths configurations were terminated in
an abrupt expansion to maintain a near equivalence in L/D.
Two additional tests were conducted with tapered afterbodies.
Figures 9a and 9b, to capitalize on subsonic diffusion.
Both modes of F4-04- operation were tested and as expected
diffusion is improved, as shown in Figures 32 and 33. The
improvement at lower PT8/PS9 is barely distinguishable but
shows distinct gains at higher levels. Since the tests were
conducted on different dates, precise quantification was not
attempted. The use of some geometry to enhance subsonic
diffusion, such as the taper afterbody, merits consideration
in any retrofit proposal.
F. SYSTEMS SFFICISNCY
The complexity of the diffusion process makes the task
of measuring the cost benefit of a design change a subtly
challenging endeavor. The gains derived from a geometric
change must be integrated over the test cycle for each engine.
A typical jet engine test represents a non steady state
problem where the time at a given power level becomes a
significant factor when evaluating power consumption costs.
Assuming testing only at discrete power settings, the cost
of testing at each setting can be placed on a cost/unit time
basis and total cost summed by integrating over the time
interval for the test.
^0

The efficiency of the system includes not only the
e jector-diffuser but must reflect the efficiency aspects of
the exhaust heat exchanger, the exhaust control valves and
exhausters themselves. It is postulated that only one match
of test conditions and these system components exists. A
shift off design as prompted by new flow conditions such as
higher power or secondary flow will dramatically influence
overall power consumption since it is in direct proportion
to the individual efficiencies of each component. An
illustration, utilizing a much simplified model for the
generalized case of testing with secondary flow and, making an
allowance for auxiliary exhaustion of the secondary, provides
a simple cost basing example. The test set up is as shown
in Figure 36. An energy balance across a simple fan is
utilized in this case for illustration only. The total
work done by the fan per pound of working substance is
Po p. v^^ v,2
u = _2 ll , _2_ _1
"^t " „ " . 2g.




Fan total efficiency is often expressed as the ratio of the
work done on the gas divided by the input shaft work or:
i^

; (C = constant for unit
kw consistency)
Fan efficiency as a function of capacity follows a general
variation as shown in Figure 35.
As operation shifts off design in either direction
efficiency decreases substantially. Testing engines not
properly matched must pay severe penalties in the cost of
power consumption. Added mass alone provides a proportion
increase as well. Capacity is observed to vary with the
speed of a fan, static pressure with speed squared and
required power with speed cubed.




An auxiliary ejector employed solely to remove secondary
flow must operate between cell pressure and something close
to atmospheric. The cost per Ibm for an auxiliary ejector




The combined work for the system to be more efficient must
be less than the work of the original system without the
auxiliary. Optimizing on a cost basis thus becomes quite
i2

complex. As observed, with an oversized diffuser, the
system pays little penalty in terms of pressure (P39) for
exhausting secondary floxv. The added mass does, however,
exact a direct cost from capacity considerations. A properly
matched diffuser will cause a shift of the exhauster to an
even less efficient setting and higher attendant costs.
Similarly, the IR? testing setting pays a lower price in the
presence of secondary flow than maximum A/B. The time
factor then becomes crucial to assess total cost. An effi-
cient auxiliary ejector could, coupled with a matched
ej ector-diffuser , markedly improve overall efficiency by
eliminating extreme fluctuations in diffuser efficiency and
in turn controlling the variations in the time the exhauster
must spend off design.
In the absence of an auxiliary ejector, testing philos-
ophy alone could be altered to improve efficiency. If the
time intervals at a test condition (i.e., IR?) are of
sufficient duration, consideration could be given to
the cell for each major power level with a
Duld be accomplished
reconfiguring
more closely matched diffuser.
by designing a series of pre-sized liners which could be
inserted in the full scale diffuser.
U3

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
1. The cold flow ejector diffuser model developed
within the context of the study provides a versatile,
although specifically tailored test bed, upon which geometric
variations of the parent test facility may be experimentally
evaluated.
2. A complex interdependency of geometric parameters
which influence the pressure recovery mechanism exists. New
designs should, therefore, attempt to incorporate as many
degrees of freedom as practicable to allow optimization of
the pressure recovery process.
3. When designing retrofits against a baseline model a
real time graphical presentation of the performance curves,
for old versus new, will enhance optimization by allowing
the results to direct the conduct of the investigation.
4.. Substantial improvements in pressure recovery when
testing the F4.04- engine can be achieved through an alteration
of the length to diameter ratio of the constant area ejector
diffuser currently in use.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
1 . Upon successful resolution of the variable area
diffuser vibration phenomenon, modify the test facility to
accommodate the phenomenon and map the performance of that
diffuser.

2, Using the results of the combined constant area and
variable area studies, design, construct and test alterna-
tive geometries.
3. Modify the test facility by adapting the test cell
for a separately driven ejector and evaluate in greater
detail the added mass effect.
4-. Modify the test facility to receive its secondary
air input from an external source to preclude cross talk
between primary and secondary flows.
5. Explore the possibility of including Schlerin
photography to aid the investigative process and better
document the geometric influences of new diffuser concepts.
This vjould permit a realistic interpretation of the boundary
layer interactions.
6. Data acquisition must be upgraded to accommodate
data transfer to the in-house IBM 3033. A dedicated phone
line with modem would be the first initiative warranted.
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Figure 19. Model Test Facility Remote Operating Station
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Design of a subscale altitude test facility to approxi-
mate the salient features of the parent facility at the
Naval Air Propulsion Center was governed by a multiplicity
of interwoven factors. The underlayment for the design was
the motive air supply; compressed air from an Allis Chalmers
twelve-stage axial compressor (Figure 17). The dictates of
the air supply qualified several engines from the family of
engines tested by NAPC as candidates for scaled testing.
The candidate engines elected, as listed in Table 3.3 were,
from a first cut, the most likely to give a broad represen-
tation of existing test frames suitable for comparative
analysis with alternative ej ector-dif fuser geometries. Two
afterburning engines were elected to span the operating
range of the test facility from zero induced secondary flow-
to five (5) percent secondary flow. The choice of engines
provided the vital ingredient upon which scaling of the
facility could proceed.
Scaling . Scaling to achieve Mach number similitude was
elected consistent with past studies by Merkli {Ref. 5) and
Bevilaqua and Combs (Ref. 11}. The geometry of a scale
model may easily match the prototype but simultaneous matching
of Mach and Reynolds numbers is impossible. A match in
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Mach number will present a model with a smaller Reynolds
number. A match of Reynolds number induces a higher Mach
number in the model. Noting that large Reynolds numbers,
consistent with fully turbulent flow, are characteristic of
the prototype, any variations in Reynold number would affect
scaling only if a shift to less than fully turbulent flow-
was created. At a projected mass flow rate for the model of
.5 Ibm/sec, a simple calculation results in a Reynold number
in excess of 1E6 thus relegating Reynolds effects to second
order. It bears observation, however, that any flow phenomena
which are sensitive to Reynolds number such as separation and
reattachment will not result in agreement between model and
prototype. Any improvement in diffusion which results from
a geometric change must address this consideration.
Once Mach number had been established as the scaling
parameter the cold flow model carried with it a significant
scaling bonus. Mach number will ratio out any thermal
effects since temperature appears as a dependent variable in
both the stream and sonic velocities which comprise the ratio.
In the context of this study, an order of magnitude difference
between cold flow and hot flow temperatures will fail to
elevate Reynolds effects beyond second order. At worst, an
error within the range of computational accuracy is antici-
pated due to temperature extremes between model and prototype
with the model outperforming the prototype. V/ork conducted
by Welch {Ref. 16} with subsonic exhaust stack ejectors
using Mach number scaling shows deviations of less than ^%
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between hot and cold flow model test results. An order of
magnitude in temperature variation occurred in these studies.
The TF30 in the afterburning mode, having the largest
throat area, governed the compressor-engine match. One
dimensional isentropic nozzle flow theory for choking requires
that mass flow obey the following expression:
X P.
o
The available air supply had the capacity to deliver
2.65 atmospheres and 12.0 Ibm/sec at 600 degrees R. 2.65
atmospheres would be the maximum achievable ratio of total
pressure to exhaust pressure under atmospheric conditions
in the nozzle exit. This ratio x>fas below the desired test
range but could be boosted by utilizing an exhauster to lower
exhaust pressure at the expense of air flow to drive the
apparatus
.
A survey of ejectors previously driven by this compressor
revealed one design with a convergent-divergent nozzle,
operating with half (5) an atmosphere back pressure, capable
of pumping 2.0 Ibra/sec with the exhauster drawing 8.85 Ibm/sec.
The total flow of 10.85 Ibm/sec was well within the capability
of the compressor and 2.0 Ibm/sec was chosen as the design
mass flow rate for an expected ratio of total pressure to
exhaust pressure of 5.70. For 2.0 Ibm/sec at 2.65 atmospheres
and 600 R, a throat diameter ( d^- ) was computed to be 1.735
inches. Conservatively, a primary nozzle throat of 1.675
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and mass flow equal to 1.863 Ibm/sec.
2
The TF30 has an actual throat area of 7.5 (ft ) and
diameter of 3.09 ft. Dividing this by the throat of the
model, a scaling factor of 22,139 was derived. Full scale
drawings of the test cell and diffuser assemblies to be
modeled were scaled using this factor. License was taken to
modify supports or stiffeners to accommodate fabrication and





NAPC TEST FACILITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
The Naval Air Propulsion Center is a major jet engine
test facility, located in Trenton, New Jersey. It is the
only facility in the nation capable at one site of testing
turbo j et/turbo fan , turpoprop/turboshaf t engines under sea
level, altitude and environmental conditions.
Engine Testing. The engine facility is composed of
three major divisions: the Blower Wing, Test Wing and
Exhauster Wing. A schematic is presented as Figure 36.
Blower Wing. The Blower Wing contains centrifugal air
compressors and air conditioning systems which provide air
to the test engine under the same conditions experienced
by an aircraft in flight. Four 6,000 horsepower centrifugal
blowers, one 30,000 horsepower gas turbine powered axial
compressor, 5.000 tons of refrigeration, and an oil-fired
indirect air heater are utilized to provide air flows up to
700 Ibm/sec, at pressures up to five atmospheres and at air
temperatures ranging from -65 F to +650 F. With these inlet
conditions to the engine, the center can simulate flight
velocities up to three times the speed of sound.
Test Wing. The Test Wing contains eleven test cells
and their associated control rooms. Three of these cells
are large altitude chambers, four are small altitude chambers
for turboprop/turboshaft/auxiliary power unit testing, two
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are large sea level test cells, one all purpose test tunnel
and a helicopter transmission test facility. Test cell
capabilities are summarized in Table B.I.
Exhauster Wing. The Exhauster Wing contains the air
pumping machinery required to produce low pressure in the
altitude test cells. Fourteen of these pumps with a combined
power of 56,000 horsepower are utilized in conjunction with
Test Chamber exhaust ejectors to simulate altitudes up to
100,000 feet. Table B.2 summarizes the performance parameters
of ej ector-diffuser (Figure 34-) accompanies the large engine
testing with straight tube diffusers accommodating smaller
engines. Two of the engines which span the range of operation
are the TF30 and the F4.04.» whose characteristics are shown in
Table B.3.
Facility Improvement Program. In January of 1982, an
initiative to reduce the power consumption costs, directly
related to engine testing, was proposed.
The stated objective was: Improve ej ector-diffuser
performance in NAPC altitude test cells to minimize exhauster
power costs.
The appraoch proposed was:
Phase I. Survey the community for current advancements
in ejector-diffuser performance, high-temperature materials
applications and related functional fields. Examine alter-
nate extended variable geometry ej ector-diffuser concepts
which will provide optimum performance by accommodating engine
































































































































































ENGINE NOZZLE EXHAUST TEMP
ENGINE NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO
ENGINE NOZZLE AREA
OPTIMUM DIFFUSER AREA TO
ENGINE NOZZLE THROAT AREA
RATIO
SECONDARY AIR TO PRIMARY
AIR MASS FLOW RATIO
TEST CELL ALTITUDE PRESSURE
SECONDARY AIR TEMPERATURE
50 - 300 LB/SEC
SUPERSONIC AT ENGINE NOZZLE









1 - 1 ^.7 psia
100°F - 200°F
Tabl e B.3
Ena;ine Max Thrust 3taa;es
TF30 20 900 16






Phase II. Select one or two of the most feasible
concepts and evaluate performance with cold flow model testing.
Select the optimum concept and confirm mechanical and
aerodynamic performance with hot flow model testing. Analyze
full-scale implementation cost versus potential power savings
and determine payback period.
Phase III. Design, fabricate, install, test and evaluate
a full-scale ej ector-diffuser in one NAPC altitude test cell.







Proposals to modify the baseline diffuser geometries
were developed with emphasis towards providing control over
the shock mechanism. The design limitations were imposed by
mintaining geometric similarity of the flow paths and the
range of engines to be tested. Whereas simplicity would be
incorporated where feasible, no constraints were imposed on
the design with resepct to strength, thermal effects, vibration
or leakage.
Translating Wedge. A double hinged wedge in a rectangular
duct was the first proposal considered. This assembly is
shown in Figure 38. The two dimensional wedge was expected
to provide more positive control over the strength of the
shock system compared to the cone centerbody. All of the
experimenters who have investigated a second throat diffuser
have concurred that an optimum second throat size and axial
position relative to the nozzle exit exist. The wedge would
allow a finer control of the size versus axial position of the
second throat than the cone assembly. The current centerbody
notably couples the size of the second throat with the axial
position of the centerbody. The translating wedge provides
uncoupling of these variables with an expectation that the
optimum can be approached by adjusting the second ramp to
facilitate starting, then translating the wedge to move the
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second throat to a position of lower Mach number, which should
improve performance. The wedge would then be mapped against
the baseline configurations for analysis. Current design
techniques call for running a matrix at various settings,
shutting down, reviewing the data, developing a new matrix
based upon judgement and repeating the cycle. Cost and time
consumption without achieving any guarantee of an optimum are
a natural by-product of this process. As the number of
independent variables increases, the test matrix becomes
much more complex with the possible permutations following
combinatorial theory. A simplified matrix of the test
process as shown in Table C.1 leads one to recognize the
merit of online evaluation. A real time mapping of pressure
ratios would be prescribed for evaluating this model.
This would permit detailed investigations when a point of
significance was reached. Typically, once starting was
confirmed, the wedge angles and/or their axial positions
could be varied and the effect noted.
Auxiliary Mass Ejection. The deleterious effect of
secondary flow gives rise to the possibility of equipping
the test cell with an auxiliary ejector. This proposal,
while not new, has oft been dismissed as being not cost
effective. The recent cost spiral in exhauster power
consumption opens the topic for renewed consideration. As
observed in the baseline studies, the power setting of the
engine has a dramatic effect on exhauster requirements and
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efficiency of the exhauster, when operating at off-design
conditions, will be less, and the blend of an efficient
auxiliary ejector to allow the prime exhauster to function
at or near design should enhance overall efficiency. The






System Checkout. The Allis-Chalraers compressor is
maintained and operated by TPL personnel. Twenty minutes of
prelubrication is required on the compressor prior to start
followed by approximately twenty minutes of warmup before
the compressor is ready to assume the load of supplying air
to the experimental apparatus. During this time it is
prudent to accomplish the following checks and tasks:
1. Examine all pressure taps, tubing, and connections
to Scanivalve port manifold and the ti^o dedicated pressure
transducers. Verify instrumentation is connected in
accordance with Figure 39.
2. Turn on thermocouple ice point reference, and examine
all thermocouples for broken wires or loose connections.
3. Hand test all PVC couplings for tightness and check
to see that the primary and secondary root valves are open.
4.. Turn on the HP-9830A Calculator and printer,
HP-9867B Mass Memory Storage Unit, Scanivalve Multiplexer
(S/V MUX), PH-3^95A Scanner, HP-3^55 Digital Voltmeter,
Scanivalve control power supply, and the three separate
digital voltmeters used for monitoring centerbody drive





5. Load the program "VI3TEM" (Table l) into the memory
of the HP-9830A calculator. Run the program once to ensure
there are no anomalous readings from any thermocouple or
pressure tap.
6. Read and record atmospheric pressure from the
Wallace and Tiernan gage.
Procedure to Conduct Data Runs. Control of the experi-
ment is exercised at the remote operating station. (Figure
19). -;;-^^-!f^--;;--;H^ARxNING-^"-"" FAILURE TO OPEN THE EXHAUST VALVE
FIRST CAN RESULT IN OVERPRESSURIZATION OF THE SYSTEM. The
system is brought on line by opening the exhaust valve
fully and then the primary air may be cut into the system.
Monitoring of total and exhaust pressure on the digital
voltmeters allows setting of test point pressures in accordance





Second throat ej ector-diffusers have had wide acceptance
in gas turbine engine testing due to their ability to
provide systems flexibility to cope with the variabilities
involved in altitude testing. A variable area second throat
geometry such as that shown in Figure 38 was developed when
sizing and location of the optimum second throat was loosely
defined. The idealization of the process is well under-
stood, as detailed by Shapiro {Ref . 8 } in his discussion of
supersonic wind tunnels. The objective is to seek the maximum
exhaust pressure at which the ej ector-diffuser once started,
can be maintained. A brief description of the operation
permits an appreciation of the phenomenon involved. As
mass flow through the nozzle is accelerated, the flow becomes
supersonic and will cause a decrease in cell pressure by
mixing. Exhaust pressure is lowered until a minimum cell
pressure is attained with the ej ector-diffuser then being
considered "started." At this point, the shock stands
upstream of the secondary throat and cell pressure becomes
independent of exhauster pressure. Exhaust pressure may then
be increased to the point where cell pressure begins to
rise. This establishes the system's operating range. The
variable geometry with a conical centerbody evolved to
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accommodate the complex mix of parameters required to
approach even near optimum operation. This concept, while
attractive, couples a decrease in second throat area with a
change in axial position of that throat, losing a degree of
freedom which may be exploited for further gains. Although
the goal of the design is to alter the second throat, the
centerbody itself will influence the character of the shock
system and, thus, may also be in direct competition with
second throat effects as related to pressure recovery.
Adding a degree of freedom here may also improve performance.
The final design of the variable diffuser utilized by
NAPC was formulated in the early 60' s, and the rationale
behind the final geometry is not well defined. A best
estimate is that the design was a compromise between model
test studies and manufacturing ease and costs. The need to
optimize the design for small percentage improvements in





The scaled drawings in this Appendix represent the
principal components of the design. All linear dimensions























This appendix summarizes the reduced data collected
during the course of this study. One set of raw data is
included to summarize the details of the data acquisition
process. The following abbreviations and units refer only
to the data contained herein.
Abbreviations and Units
P ATM Atmospheric Pressure (in. Hg)
Secondary Orifice Pressures Upstream (in. H20)
Secondary Orifice Pressures Downstream (in. H20)
Primary Orifice Pressures Upstream (in. H20)
Primary Orifice Pressures Downstream (in. H20)
Total Pressure - PT8 (in. H20)
Inlet Static Pressure (in. H20)
Cell Pressure - PS9 (in. H20)
Nozzle Entrance Pressure (in. H20)
Nozzle Throat Pressure (in. H20)
Diffuser Wall Pressures (in. n20)
Exhaust Pressure - PI 4- (in. H20)
Primary Orifice Temperature (R)




























T TOT Total Temperature (R)
MASS FLOW (Ibm/sec)
P STAG (in. H20 abs.
)
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A computer program which details the data acquisition
process is included in this Appendix. VIBTEM was executed
on a Hewlett Packard 9830 and is written in BASIC.
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